
 

Missing a few words. A group of vigilantes struggles to keep an eye on their sector in a dystopian future, where the government
has introduced the "Lockout" policy which prevents anyone over 18 from having access to their workplaces, homes, and
schools. After one of them is brutally murdered by another vigilante who is desperate for revenge for his wife's suicide, they
decide that it's time for a change and revolt against the unfair system. Locked out indefinitely after turning 18 years old, these
once powerful teenagers-turned-vigilantes now roam the streets as outsiders looking in. Their life was hard enough before the
government's lockout policy effectively stripped them of their rights, now they are forced to live in poverty, scrounging for any
kind of job just to keep a roof above their heads. A small group of Vigilantes led by Alan Gray have plans on taking back the
streets after their leader Chet Allen is murdered by another vigilante called The Cleaner. Jay Baruchel Jay Baruchel as Alan
Gray, Ciara Bravo as Danielle, Callum Keith Rennie as Chet Allen, Stephanie Lemelin as Charlie & Nels Lennarson as Ben are
the cast in this movie. "Lockout" was produced by Chris Collins and James M.F. Brown and written and directed by Peter M.
Lenkov.

The film received mixed to positive reviews with a 41% rating on Rotten Tomatoes based on 18 reviews. The critical consensus
states: "Lockout is a glossy action movie, but lacks depth with its bland characters and unengaging story." The movie opened at
#8 at the North American box office raking in $3,229,738 USD in its opening weekend from 1,511 theaters for an average of
$1,890 per theater. "Lockout" earned $10,575,262 USD in the US & Canada and $6,808,072 USD elsewhere for a worldwide
total of $17,383,344. A sequel was set to begin shooting in Montreal during December 2016 with Guy Pearce replacing Guy
Burnet as Snow.

The film is available on DVD and Blu-ray in the US. There are no plans to release it on Blu-ray or DVD in other countries yet.
The movie also aired on Syfy channel in the US on October 26th 2012. It is available for viewing on Netflix in Canada and
United States though it is not available to stream elsewhere which makes it difficult to watch without using an account from
these countries. 

Lockout was also screened at the Toronto International Film Festival on September 20th 2013.

The film had its world premiere at the Toronto International Film Festival on September 14th 2013. It was later released in
theatres on October 12th 2013, by Anchor Bay Entertainment.

The film received its North American premiere at the TIFF Gala screening on September 14th, 2013. It was later released in
theatres on October 19th, by Anchor Bay Entertainment.

The film had its world premiere at Fantastic Fest on September 19th 2014. It was released in theaters on November 28th by
Well Go USA Entertainment.
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